Analysis of two distinct B cell activation pathways mediated by a monoclonal T helper cell. II. T helper cell secretion of interleukin 4 selectively inhibits antigen-specific B cell activation by cognate, but not noncognate, interactions with T cells.
A single monoclonal T helper (Th) clone can activate B cells in two distinct pathways; a cognate pathway requiring a major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-restricted T-B cell interaction, and a noncognate pathway not requiring an MHC-restricted T-B cell interaction. The present study was undertaken to investigate whether Th cells mediating a given immune response provide further regulatory function to B cells other than helper function. It was demonstrated that conditions of high antigen concentration which activate a noncognate B cell activation pathway simultaneously inhibit IgG responses. The inhibition is shown to be mediated by the T cell factor interleukin 4, produced by activated cloned Th cells. The inhibitory effect of this factor is directed to B cells and is MHC-unrestricted, antigen-nonspecific, and IgG class-specific. In addition to being susceptible to the effects of augmenting cells and suppressor cells, cloned Th cell populations can therefore themselves function as regulatory cells to inhibit IgG responses when stimulated with high dose of specific antigen. These results indicate that Th cells function to regulate B cells both positively and negatively, depending upon the activation conditions.